ENGAGE THE RIGHT PEOPLE
FOR SUCCESS—CHOOSE KEYOT.
Whether you need our consultants for a brief assignment, a significant program or as a permanent member of
your team, Keyot delivers success. What sets us apart is our proven process. We not only ensure the right talent
and cultural fit for your organization, we also support you—and our consultants—every step of the way. Keyot
specializes in serving complex, highly regulated industries, and you can count on our consultants to share insight
fueled by experience. As your partner, Keyot commits to understanding your organization; working with you to
solve today’s business challenges and transform your workforce for what’s ahead.

PEOPLE
Access a network of consultants skilled in program and project
delivery, change management, business and data analytics and
application development.
We help you:
• Fill gaps in your organization’s succession plan
• Build resource capacity for growth
• Lower the cost of delivery
• Secure resources for short-term project needs

PROJECT DELIVERY
Today’s fast-paced business world requires effective, flexible
solutions. Exceptional delivery starts with ensuring the right people
are on the team.
We provide:
• Innovative solutions for Agile transformation
• Compliance remediation
• Process automation
• Tasks requiring an efficient team ready to hit the ground running

THE PROOF IS
IN OUR PROCESS
We support you, and our consultants,
every step of the way.
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Understand the need.
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“Keyot’s ability to hit the ground ready is higher than other firms.”
–Keyot client since 2011

Match

The right person at the right time
in the right role.
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Launch

Onboard to the client so they can
add value.
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RESULTS
The demands on your workforce to be quicker, more efficient, and
nimble are creating opportunities to automate where possible,
upskill where necessary and build for the future. We work with you
to complete initiatives, help to institutionalize outcomes and leave
your environment a little better than we found it. In ten years, Keyot
is proud to claim every project as referenceable.

Listen

Coach
Delivery Management support
along the way.
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Support
Provide outside perspective and
best practices to our clients.

651-288-9990 | www.keyot.com | @Keyot

RECRUIT | ENGAGE | MENTOR | TRAIN | LAUNCH

TRANSFORM YOUR FUTURE
WORKFORCE WITH

CREW212™

Keyot is building the next generation of leaders
to support your organization.
The Crew212™ program uses our proven process to
RECRUIT | ENGAGE | MENTOR | TRAIN then LAUNCH™
young professionals into successful IT careers. Our
rigorous recruiting and screening method identifies top
graduates who possess the grades, emotional intelligence,
work ethic and capability to excel. Then we equip these
high-potentials with an extra degree of support—our
proprietary combination of resources, mentorship and
direction from skilled practitioners. By empowering
Crew212 junior consultants to become highly capable
professionals, they are able to make tangible contributions
at your organization, even right out of college.

“YOU DELIVER YOUNG PROFESSIONALS BETTER
THAN ANYONE ELSE – CREW212 IS BRILLIANT!”
– Keyot client since 2009

CREW212 ROLES
Project Delivery
• Jr. Project Controllers
• Jr. Scrum Masters
Analysis
• Jr. Business Analysts
• Jr. Process Engineers
• Jr. Financial Analysts
• Jr. Systems Analysts
• Jr. Quality Analysts
Programming
• Jr. Developers
• Jr. Computer Engineers
• Jr. Rules Analysts
Analytics
• Jr. Data Analysts
• Jr. Reporting Analysts
Security (IT and Data)
• Jr. Security Analysts
• Jr. Incident Analysts
• Jr. Risk Analysts
• Jr. Fraud Analysts
• Jr. Release Managers

WORKFORCE SOLUTIONS
Tackle mission-critical projects with a
Keyot workforce solution. We combine
senior and junior resources for
successful delivery of:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Process Automation
Security and Fraud Analytics
Agile Transformation
Compliance Remediation
Peak Season Administration
Application Development
Data Analytics

